Weapons D6 / T-7 ion disruptor rifle
Model: T-7 ion disruptor rifle
Scale: Character
Skill: Blaster: heavy disruptor rifles
Ammo: 15
Cost: 10,150 credits (power packs: 50)
Availability: 4, X
Fire Rate: 1
Range: 1-5/10/25
Blast Radius: 0-2/3/4/5
Damage: 8D/6D/4D/2D
Game Notes: If the damage roll exceeds the opposed resistance roll by 20 or more, then the target has
been completely vaporized, leaving no trace of him/her.
Description: The T-7 ion disruptor rifle was a model of high-powered disruptor rifle designed to disable
starships and take out multiple enemies at one time. The rifles would also have destructive effects when
used on organic lifeforms. The rifles were responsible for the near-extinction of the Lasat species, and
their destructive powers led the Imperial Senate to ban their use within the Galactic Empire. The rebel
crew of the Ghost later stole a shipment of T-7 ion disruptors and turned them over to the secretlyrebellious Senator Bail Organa of Alderaan.
T-7 ion disruptors were long rifles capable of disabling starships or killing sentient lifeforms. When used
on an organic being, the victim was disintegrated atom by atom, resulting in a slow, painful, and
excruciatingly grotesque death. The butt of the rifle had a large stock in order to absorb recoil when firing;
a power cell at its center; and could fire ionized plasma.
During the Siege of Lasan, Agent Kallus of the Imperial Security Bureau gave the order to use T-7s
against the Lasat, the sentient species native to the planet. Most of the Lasat were killed during the fall,
and the gruesome effects that the rifles had on organic lifeforms led the Imperial Senate to ban their use.
Some time later, in the years before the Battle of Yavin, some T-7 disruptors were manufactured and
owned by weapons manufacturer Amda Wabo. Minister Maketh Tua of Lothal met with Wabo to discuss
an arms deal, with assistance from the droids C-3PO and R2-D2, who had been dispatched by Lothal's
governor, Arihnda Pryce—and, secretly, Senator Bail Organa of Alderaan, who wanted the weapons
destroyed. The arms deal was intercepted and disrupted on Garel by the rebel crew of the Ghost, who
intended to sell the weapons to Lothal arms dealer Cikatro Vizago. Agent Kallus found the rebels and
attempted to both destroy the rebels and retrieve the weapons, but he failed and the rebels were able to
escape. The remaining disruptor rifles were then turned over to Senator Organa.
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